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 IPFS (Interplanetary File 
System)：The InterPlanetary File System is 
a protocol and peer-to-peer network for storing 
and sharing data in a distributed file system. It 
integrates P2P network technology, BitTorrent 
transmission technology, Git version control, 
self-certified file system and other technologies. A 
new generation of communication protocol. 

File System









The relation between IPFS and Filecoin





The three cores of the Filecoin economic 
model: staking, freeze/release, and 

punishment that determines the safety 
and integrity of data. Ensuring the quality 

of the input data, and determining the 
future development trend of the network. 

Only these effective data can bring the 
Filecoin network to become practical and 
also allows the long-term development of 

the Filecoin ecosystem.

7 Big Reasons to Invest in IPFS/Filecoin

Storing for value requires usability. 
Filecoin has  combined the advantages of 
many prestigious projects. It is directed 
at the IPFS network to build the Web 3.0 
frame for each large application usages. 

In the coming of 5G, Big Data, AI. The 
goal of IPFS is to overtake HTTP Internet 

with its large application scenarios.



FILECOIN's birth has created 
two unique projects. World's 
first blockchain project that 

adheres to IPO! Breaking 
the world record for ICO in 

August 2017. 10% of 
FILEcoin received 2.57 

billion in funding.

7 Big Reasons to Invest in IPFS/Filecoin

7. Blockchain development
 prospects 





②  

④  Firefox web browser supports the 
distributed smart contracts

⑤ EOS, ETH cryptocurrency storage

③ Wikipedia is also stored within the 
IPFS
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Microsoft and IPFS has collaborated to 
create the test apps, which has already 
been listed on the Microsoft store. 

(Which illustrates that Microsoft is 
keen to develop in terms of blockchain 
distributed storage. It also means that 
IPFS is Web3.0's crucial change)

2021  Recently

Since the launch, there 
has been 300 billion 
documents stored within 
IPFS

2015 Online 
The Thailand government has 
also first used the Blockchain 
+ IPFS digital voting system 
for the election

2018 November 
Google and Firefox has 
since both supported the 
IPFS contracts

2020
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In the future IPFS will also be very useful as many different industries will have to use it for 
the data storage: For example, blockchain-related projects are early adopters of new 
technologies. Projects such as sensitive video, picture and audio are new technologies that 
solve traditional problems and early beneficiaries. This is the most widely used large-scale 
commercial projects such as video, which are closely related to normal users, which belong 
to the beneficiaries of migration in the mature period of technology. There are also 
conservative large-scale professional projects such as medical and municipal videos that are 
beneficiaries of migration during the popularization period.

Future IPFS trend



GIBX and IPFS collaborated Mining 
Mechanism 

Marketing Plan



Limited slots Available! 
First come, first served!

• During the event, the first 5000 TB computing 
power package will be available for purchase 

• It is closely equivalent to 13 million U.S. dollars 



   

 

Open in the 
first week

Until it's sold outUntil it's sold out





Weeks Available Quota Accumulated Quota
First week 1 million Accumulated 1 million

Second week 1.5 million Accumulated 2.5 million

Third week 2.25 million Accumulated 4.75 million

Fourth week 3.375 million Accumulated 8.125 million

Fifth week 5.0625 million Accumulated 13.1875 million



After successfully purchasing, members will get a 
personal reward, that is Mining Maintenance Fee Rebate

 

After next week

The first computing 
package of 1 million 
total quota has been 

sold Based on the value of contribution, there 
will be a 1 time calculation of 3% mining 

maintenance fee rebate and 3% group 
sponsor income

The company will distribute it on the 2nd 
week using FIL coin

 

One week later



Green Channel Partners' personal reward mining maintenance 
fee rebate and group sponsor income After completing their 

purchase

 

After next week

Based on the value of contribution, there will be a 1 
time calculation of 5% mining maintenance fee 

rebate and 5% group sponsor income
The company will distribute it on the 2nd week 

using FIL coin

 

One week later

2nd batch 
computing power 

package



Example 1:
Stake 1000 USD to IPFS mine

    60% GUSDT + 40% USDT
GUSDT price : 2 USDT (Company’s fixed price)
USDT price : 1 USDT

For example after 360 days, if FIL coin 
prices rises to $100 then for 16 FIL in total,  
the members receive 1,600USDT

Staking period Daily interest： Members can receive

360 Days
1120/ 360

= 3.11U S D T
（Market Price 70 $ /Coin）

APY After360 days 1120 USDT total  exchanged FIL
（Market Price70$/Coin）

1 2 % 1000 x 1 2 %
= 120usdt

    16  FIL

Total invested amount（300 GUSDT + 400 USDT）
USD worth： 360 interest 12%

1000 USD 1 day= 0.03%
1 week= 0.21% (0.03%X 7days)

Promotional period 60% GUSDT + 40% USDT



60% GUSDT + 40%USDT
GUSDT price : 3 USDT (Company fixed price)
USDT price : 1 USDT

Total invested amount
（300 GUSDT + 400 USDT）

USD worth：1000 USD

Example Staking 1000 USD to IPFS Mine



Example 2:
Stake 1000 USD to IPFS mine

 60% GUSDT + 40% USDT
GUSDT price : 3 USDT (Market price)
USDT price : 1 USDT

For example after 360 days, if FIL coin 
prices rises to $100 then for 16 FIL in total,
the members receive 1,600USDT

Promotional period 

For example, GUSDT’s current market 
price is 3USD, then it will be based on this 
market price

Staking period Daily interest： Members can receive

360Days
1120/ 360

= 3.11U S D T
（Market Price 70 $ /Coin）

APY After360 days 1120 USDT total  exchanged FIL
（Market Price70$/Coin）

1 2 % 1000 x 1 2 %
= 120usdt

    16  FIL

Total invested amount（300 GUSDT + 400 USDT）
USD worth： 360 interest 12%

1000 USD 1 day= 0.03%
1 week= 0.21% (0.03%X 7days)



60% GUSDT + 40%USDT
GUSDT price : 2 USDT (Market price)
USDT price : 1 USDT

Example Staking 1000 USD to IPFS Mine
Total invested amount

（300 GUSDT + 400 USDT）
USD worth：1000 USD



50% GUSDT +50% USDT
GUSDT price ：? USDT 
(According to market price 
Example 1.48 USDT$/ FIL）
USDT price ：1 USDT

For example after 360 days, if FIL coin 
prices rises to $100 then for 16 FIL in total，
the members receive 1,600USDT

Staking period Daily interest： Members can receive

360 Days
1120/ 360

= 3.11U S D T
（Market Price 70 $ /Coin）

APY After360 days 1120 USDT total  exchanged FIL
（Market Price70$/Coin）

1 2 % 1000 x 1 2 %
= 120usdt

    16  FIL

Total invested amount（300 GUSDT + 400 USDT）
USD worth： 360 interest 1 2 %

1000 USD 1 day= 0.03%
1 week= 0.21% (0.03%X 7days)

Example 1:
Stake 1000 USD to IPFS mine



Member withdrawal



1.  Filecoin's withdrawal payment gateway is required
2.  GIBX will add a new wallet (Temporary named as FIL 

wallet) in order to store FIL profits. The unit displayed will 
be in FIL

3. Minimum withdrawal is 1 FIL and the withdrawal 
multiplication is 0.01

4. T+2 withdrawal



THANK YOU


